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Indigenous territories represent ~45%
of land categorized as wilderness in
the Amazon, but account for b15%
of all forest loss on this land. At a
time when the Amazon faces
unprecedented pressures, overcoming polarization and aligning the
goals of wilderness defenders and
Indigenous peoples is paramount, to
avoid environmental degradation.
The Wilderness Debate Revisited
While the notion of wilderness dates
back centuries in popular culture, the
arts, and ecology, it has frequently
resurfaced at the heart of the contentious history of conservation policy
across much of the Global South, up to
this day [1,2]. In fact, the idea of
protecting large areas in which humans
have theoretically had little or no
ecological impact has exercised a strong
role in the history of the conservation
movement, and remains appealing
to some sectors [2]. Yet, the notion of
wilderness is rooted in Western and
idealized visions of a pristine nature devoid of the destructive impacts of
human activity [3,4]. Not surprisingly,
and linked to ongoing disagreements
around approaches to nature conservation, debates around the concept of
wilderness have been polarized and acrimonious [1,2,5].

On the one hand, conservationists using
a wilderness framing claim that wilderness areas are critical strongholds for
endangered biodiversity, underpinning
key regional- and planetary- scale ecological functions, and acting as refugia where
ecological and evolutionary processes
operate with minimal outside interference
[6,7]. However, the implementation of
these wilderness preservation agendas
has often led to local communities’ displacement, land alienation, and restrictions
on both livelihood activities and access to
resources [3,4]. On the other hand, detractors of the wilderness concept claim that
some of the best-conserved forest ecosystems in the world have been actively
shaped and managed by humans over
millennia [8,9].
The assumption underlying mainstream
conceptualizations of wilderness is that
a dichotomy exists between people and
nature, and that humans have inherently
negative impacts on nature [10]. As such,
the continuing use of wilderness as a
conservation framing has been seen as
reifying the long-standing nature-culture
dualism, and conﬂicting with Indigenous
understandings of nature as an interconnected web of life, linking humans and
non-humans in complex relationships
[4]. However, these conceptualizations
of wilderness have not been universally
applied, and more recently some conservationists calling for wilderness preservation have emphasized that its core notion
does not necessarily exclude people and
does not always mean pristine ecosystems
or untouched habitats [6]. For example, at
the global level, the concept of wilderness
has most recently been operationalized
to identify areas in which industrial levels
of human disturbance (e.g., intensive
development) are absent or minimal [7].
It is believed that this shift in the framing
of wilderness from a strict absence of
human inﬂuence to one focused on the
lack of industrial impacts, provides a
more inclusive framing for considering

the long-term interactions between Indigenous peoples and their environments in regions such as the Amazon,
opening up opportunities for local collaboration and broader policy dialogues
around biocultural conservation [3,4]. Although this article focuses speciﬁcally on
Indigenous peoples, it also yields insights
applicable to other local and rural communities with close relations with their
local environments.

Amazonian Indigenous Territories
are Crucial for Conservation
Across the Amazon, the notion of wilderness continues to be associated with
social imaginaries of the region as an
empty and pristine terra nullius [10], a
framing that has been contested since
at least the 1970s. Botanical, ethnoecological, and archaeological research
has shown the long-history legacy of
human management of Amazonian
forests, highlighting that a signiﬁcant portion of the region’s supposedly pristine
forests are in fact cultural forests [8,9].
With over 300 Indigenous groups and
more species of plants and animals recorded than in any other terrestrial ecosystem on the planet, the Amazon is
considered a global hotspot of biocultural
diversity and a classic example of how
the presence of humans can be intricately
linked to certain positive environmental
outcomes [10,11]. This includes the
long-term contributions of Indigenous
and other rural communities to the formation of large and regionally important
forest and agroforestry-based economies, which offer alternative pathways
to reconcile conservation and economic
development, amid current threats of
expanding extractive and commodity frontiers across the region [9,11].
The geospatial analyses presented
show that Indigenous territories account
for at least 45% of all the remaining land
considered as wilderness across the
entire Amazon biome (Figure 1), covering
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Figure 1. Patterns of Forest Loss (2001–2018) within Areas Considered as Wilderness (by Land Regime) across the Amazon Biome. From all the land
cover categorized as wilderness in the Amazon (i.e., 223 million hectares), 45% overlaps with Indigenous territories, 42% intersects protected areas and 28% is both
unprotected and uninhabited by Indigenous communities (see the supplemental information online). Data from [14,15] and Amazon Geo-Referenced Socio-Environmental
Information Network (https://www.amazoniasocioambiental.org/en/about/).

a surface of up to 103 million hectares. The
role of these territories in buffering against
deforestation is also substantial, accounting for less than 15% of all the forest
loss occurring within the Amazon’s last
wilderness frontiers. Yet, long-standing
debates around approaches to conservation, the concept of wilderness,
and its application in nature conservation
can obstruct the potential for productive
collaboration between Indigenous peoples
and conservationists, who could together
confront the mounting pressures of environmental degradation and social conﬂict
across the region.
Debates around the concept of wilderness
have taken many forms over the years,
such as opposing intrinsic and instrumental values of nature [1] or eco-centric
and anthropocentric viewpoints [5]. On
the ground, the intractable nature of
these debates can essentially prevent
constructive dialogue aimed at reconciling
2

conservation and Indigenous peoples’
rights, which in turn put the biological
and cultural values of these lands in
jeopardy. Although there is a long history
of collaboration between conservationists
and Indigenous peoples in the Amazon
[10], tensions around the concept of
wilderness are still prominent across the
region, particularly when the implementation of conservation policies results in displacements and restrictions over access
rights to land and resources. In fact,
most wilderness defenders have, until
relatively recently, maintained a quiet
position in debates regarding the land
claims of Amazonian Indigenous Peoples
[10]. As of today, wilderness preservation
is gaining renewed attention in the context
of ongoing calls to extend the global
conservation estate to cover half the
Earth (i.e., ‘Nature Needs Half’ Initiative),
including many natural areas traditionally
owned, managed, used, or occupied by
Indigenous peoples [5,12].
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Converging Agendas to Tackle
Current Conservation Challenges
At a time when the Amazon rainforests
face unprecedented weakening of environmental protection [13], it is argued
that disputes around the notion of wilderness could undermine potential collaboration between conservation organizations
and Indigenous peoples’ movements.
The spatial overlap between Indigenous
territories and areas commonly represented as the last wilderness frontiers
is large (i.e., around three times the area
of Germany), with many of the current
struggles of wilderness defenders and
Indigenous peoples against development
pressures being fought in the same locales
(Figure 1). As such, both the wildernessfocused conservation agenda and Indigenous peoples’ self-determined visions are
arguably threatened by the same macroeconomic and political forces. A more
socially inclusive notion of wilderness
could contribute to the convergence of
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the agendas and priorities of both
wilderness-focused conservationists, and
Indigenous peoples, against a new wave
of frontier expansion. This is particularly
important as some of the Governments in
the region start to fall behind on, or even
trample over, their international commitments towards both the environment and
Indigenous peoples’ rights [13].

where today Indigenous territories represent the only islands of biological and
cultural diversity in the larger landscape.

It is therefore hoped that conservation
organizations will contribute to support
Indigenous peoples in their struggles to reclaim their rights, as these same struggles
are in the interest of the conservation
agenda [4]. Land grabbing, resource exFar from opportunistic essentialism of traction, deforestation, and environmental
Indigenous peoples as wilderness custo- degradation are likely to increase if urgent
dians [10], it is posited that the future of a measures are not put into place to recogsubstantial proportion of the Amazon’s nize and protect Indigenous peoples’
biodiversity depends largely on coordi- rights across the entire Amazon [13].
nated action to support, strengthen and However, hope is found in the recent
enforce Indigenous peoples’ rights across trends across multiple academic discithe whole region. The ﬁghts for wilderness plines, including applied ecology, toward
conservation and for Indigenous peoples’ recognizing that biocultural approaches
rights have the potential to coalesce around offer more effective and just models for
at least some core priorities that could be conservation (e.g., [2–4]). As evidenced
strategically harnessed to broaden the by the recently launched IPBES Global
scope and magnitude of their respective Assessment on Biodiversity and Ecosysstruggles. For example, there is increasing tem Services [12], supporting Indigenous
recognition, within applied ecology and peoples and local communities to secure
other conservation-related disciplines, as and self-strengthen their collective syswell as among policy-makers, that strength- tems of tenure, governance, and sustainening the rights of Indigenous peoples can able ways of life is fundamental to
be one of the most powerful ways to buffer achieving numerous local, national, and
against deforestation and protect nature global biodiversity and climate goals, on
from intensive development [4,12,13]. which human well-being depends.
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